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Abstract 
Motlon estimation 1s one of the fundamental problems in v~deo cornpresslon Although the 
exlstlng block matchmg algorithms are simple and robust, they have many drawbacks because 
of the block-based motion est~mation and the assumptions regarding the nature of mot~on In 
a frame The block-based motlon compensat~on effectively converts a frame mto two sources 
of lnfo~ination the prediction error frame and the mot~on field We focus on reducmg the 
blt rate for the motion field, the prediction error energy (with improved subject~ve quallty of 
the motion compensated frame) and the computational complexity of the motlon estimation 
We consider the motion In a frame to have two components. the global motlon due to the 
camera movements and the local motion due to the object movements We apply different 
compensation schemes to these two kmds of motion 
First we conslder the local motion, and propose various algorithms to lrnprove the above 
performance measures To reduce the motlon field blt rate, we propose a bacha r  d temporal 
predictive coding scheme for the motion fields, and a variablelength codmg scheme for the 
residual motion vectors Based on an auto-regressive model, the predlct~on for a motion 
vector is obtained from the temporal neighbourhood uslng a mlnimum mean squared error 
crlterlon The proposed variable-length codlng schexne decides the bits required for a resldual 
motlon vector dependmg on ~ t s  magnitude. To reduce the predict~on error. we propose 
segmentation based and subblock matching based motion estimat~on schemes The former 
1s a backward approach which uses the background-foreground segmentation of the previous 
frame in the motion estiination, whereas the latter is a forward approach whlch estimates 
the motion vector of a block by splitting it into four subblocks. These schemes reduce the 
predict~on error in the blocks lying along the bounda~ies of the moving objects through better 
co~npensatlon In the process, the subject~ve quality of the motion compensated frame 1s 
also enhanced due to the reduction of the blocking artifacts at these blocks \Ye reduce the 
computational complexity of the block matching algorithm using a pred~ctive search with 
a reduced search window, and the conditional motion estimation In the pred~ctive search 
scheme, the predicted inotion vectors obtained by the proposed backward pred~crne cod~ng 
scheme are used as the search centers In  the conditional xnotion estmat ion, a threshold 
s used to find the blocks liavlng slgn~ficant gray level changes from the prevlous frame 
The threshold value is deternlined automatically through an ~terative approach based on the 
-ate-drstortion performance cons~deration We also propose a sinlpler ~ n a t c h ~ n g  c r ~ t e r ~ o n  for
,he hardware effic~ency of the block matchrng algorithms 
Then we cons~der the global motion, and propose various algorithms to Improve the 
2bove performance measures To reduce the nlot~on field b ~ t  rate, we propose a generalned 
4-parameter global rnot~on model The model parameters are est~mated using various pro- 
~osed est~rnat~on schemes To reduce the prediction error, we propose varlous global mot~on 
:ompensation schemes We reduce the comylex~ty in the global motion estimation by usmg 
I least-spares approach 
Fmally, we consider the compensation of both the global motion and the  local motion by 
lsmg a two-stage compensation procedure We present experimental results with e x ~ s t ~ n g  
,est sequences to validate the efficiencies of the proposed algorithms 
